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GEA DEVELOPMENT DIARY
Note to the reader - After discussing how long the dev diary should be with other students I realised mine
is a bit excessive. I have made an entry for every day I have worked on the project so it is quite long. To
make things easier I have marked the headings of significant developments in red so feel free to pick and
choose entries to read.

17th January
Today we were told about the game we were given the brief for the project which was to create a
platformer inspired by the game Jet Set Willy. After getting into our groups we played the original game
listing all the features that we would need to implement, we put these tasks onto a Google doc we all
have access to.
We decided to develop the prototype in Unity 3.4.f1, the reason being that Unity is very quick to develop
in which is why it’s commonly used for game jams. We spent the rest of the meeting setting up a git
repository and distributing tasks.
Prototype Task distribution:
•
•
•
•

Stairs - Ellie
One way platform - Ellie
HUD - Ellie
Conveyer belt - Ellie

•
•
•

Enemies - Curtis
Side scrolling - Curtis
Scenes - Curtis

•
•
•

Player – Me (Tom)
Rope - Me
Fall damage – Me
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My tasks revolved around creating a working player controller and implementing a rope generator for the
player to climb up and down.

19th January
I spent today implementing a very simple player controller with some sprite switching capabilities. I
conducted some research into 2D platform controllers and came across an article on Gamasutra (Pignole,
2014). It went into detail about various systems that improved the feel of a player controller. One of
these features was adding a jump tolerance to the player. The jump tolerance meant that the player has
a bit of leeway on the jumping meaning if they jump just before they hit the ground it will still register the
jump.
To implement this I used a circle cast that fired bellow the player’s feet which checked if the player was
grounded or not, see Figure 1 Ground Checking. This distance can be tweaked within the inspector.
Admittedly I could have just added trigger colliders onto the player at certain positions to detect this, but
I wanted to handle it in code so not only can the game programmer tweak the distance at runtime
without having to drag colliders around it also meant I could reuse the function for detecting wall jumps.
Figure 1 Ground Checking

/// <summary>
/// Checks if the player is touching the ground using a Circle cast.
/// Uses jump tolerance and player height to determine cast length.
/// Will ignore anything on the 'No Jump' layers.
/// </summary>
/// <returns>If the player is grounded</returns>
private bool checkGrounded(Vector3 dir, float castRadius)
{
if (Physics2D.CircleCast(transform.position, myCollider.radius REDUCE_CAST_RADIUS, dir, myCollider.radius * 0.5f + jumpTolerance, notJumpable))
{
return true;
}
return false;
}

I also added a public layer mask so that you can determine the layers the player can and can’t jump on.
The defined distance of the jump tolerance is added on to the radius of the player’s collider meaning that
a tolerance of zero will be at the player’s feet.
In terms of moving the player I am using physics to add to the player’s velocity depending on the
directional input. This allows for the player to smoothly slow down based on the physics system.
As for the jump, I am simply adding an upwards force. I have made it so the player will spin (front flip) in
the direction of travel, it allows the players to continuously jump and build up speed. At the moment, I
have not allowed any air control as it is not present in Jet set Willy, but it is something I am considering
implementing for a fairer control scheme.
Based on the players state it will update the player sprite. So far, I only have sprites for a single run
frame, Idle, and jumping. Once I finish making the sprite sheet I will implement a run cycle.
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24th January
I spent today continuing work on the player system, adding in a run cycle, wall jump and the beginnings
of a player slide. When the player moves left and right it will switch between the running sprites. Rather
than having multiple sprites for each direction I am simply flipping the sprite on the x-axis depending on
their direction of travel. This has allowed me to reduce the amount of time spent creating sprite sheets.
The wall jumping allows the player to jump from wall to wall. I have added an appropriate wall hanging
sprite when the player latches on to the wall. Currently you can continuously jump up the same wall, I’m
not sure if this is something we would want to change as I know this is a feature in some platformers.
I also started the rope system for the game and have managed to write a rope generator which will
generate a rope when given a defined length, see Figure 2 Node Positioning. To achieve this I have used
a node based system. I calculate how many nodes I can fit along the defined length and start instantiating
them linking each node to each other using a Distance Joint which I found to be more reliable than a
hinge joint. The nodes themselves have rigidbodys with a high linear drag so that they will sway a bit
better when moving. I also gave them trigger colliders so I can handle the latching on to the rope.
Figure 2 Node Positioning

/// <summary>
/// Evenly distributes node between two points.
/// </summary>
void calculateNodePositions()
{
float percentage = 1.0f / ropeLength;//percentage for distribution
Vector2 endPoint = new Vector2(transform.localPosition.x, -(ropeLength *
nodeDiameter));//calculate furthest node position
Rigidbody2D lastPoint = GetComponent<Rigidbody2D>();
for (float i = 0; i <= 1; i += percentage)
{
GameObject rope = Instantiate(ropeSprite) as GameObject;//create rope node
rope.transform.position = Vector2.Lerp(transform.position, endPoint, i);
rope.transform.parent = this.transform;//add it as a child
rope.GetComponent<RopeClimbPoint>().setRopeRef(this);//let it know me
Rigidbody2D pointRB = rope.GetComponent<Rigidbody2D>();
if (lastPoint != pointRB)
{
DistanceJoint2D joint = rope.AddComponent<DistanceJoint2D>();//create
hinge joints between rope nodes
joint.autoConfigureDistance = false;
joint.maxDistanceOnly = true;
joint.distance = nodeDiameter * 2;
joint.connectedBody = lastPoint;
joint.enableCollision = false;
}
lastPoint = pointRB;//next link target
ropePoints.Add(rope);//add point to the list
}
addNodesToRender();
}
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The distribution of the nodes is done by using a lerp. This is a technique I learnt from a previous project.
By dividing 1 by the number of nodes I can I get the percentage of how often the nodes should be placed
for them all to fit in a line. For example, if I had four nodes the percentage would be 25% (0.25). By using
a lerp, I can increment by this percentage every time and use it to determine where the current node
should be in the line.
To render the rope, I made use of Unity’s line renderer. I had initially intended to add a line renderer to
each node and simply draw a line from one to another, but I found that the line renderer could take
multiple positions to draw between (see Figure 3 Line renderer). This lead to a much more natural
looking rope which curved instead of looking like an array of stiff lines.
Figure 3 Line renderer

/// <summary>
/// Adds the calculated node positions into the line renderer.
/// Also gives the nodes it's connections.
/// </summary>
void addNodesToRender()//should be refactored
{
ropeRender.SetVertexCount(ropePoints.Count);
ropeRender.useWorldSpace = true;
for(int i = 0; i < ropePoints.Count; i++)
{
ropeRender.SetPosition(i, ropePoints[i].transform.position);
}
}

I also needed to make sure that the line renderer is consistently updated, otherwise I would be left with a
static rope, the code for this is shown in Figure 4 Update renderer. The end result is shown in Figure 5
Rope in editor.
Figure 4 Update renderer

/// <summary>
/// Updates the ropes visuals by updating the line renderers point positions.
/// </summary>
private void updateRopeRenderer()
{
for (int i = 1; i < ropePoints.Count; i++)
{
ropeRender.SetPosition(i, ropePoints[i].transform.position);//update line
points
}
}
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Figure 5 Rope in editor

26th January
Today I made the ropes swing between an angle. For this I made the ropes parent rotate between the
positive and negative of the given angle by using sine. This means I don’t have to worry about switching
rotation direction or clamping the rotation value. It all boils down to just one line of code shown in Figure
6 Rope swing. The end result is shown in Figure 7 Swinging Rope.
Figure 6 Rope swing

/// <summary>
/// Rotates rope on z axis between swingAngle and -swingAngle using Sine wave.
/// </summary>
private void swingRope()
{
transform.rotation = Quaternion.Euler(0.0f, 0.0f, swingAngle *
Mathf.Sin(Time.time * ropeSwingSpeed));
}
Figure 7 Swinging Rope

I tried adding a rope material but the texture kept getting stretched which is a bug with Unity’s line
renderer as a result I left the rope as a solid colour.
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28 - 29th January
This weekend I implemented rope climbing. My initial idea was to have the player as a child of the node it
collided with allowing it to move with the rope, I would then get the node above the player and lerp
towards if the up button was held and do the opposite for climbing down. Unfortunately, when making
the player a child they did not attach to the rope properly, this was an issue to do with the rigidbodys
always calculating in world space.
I instead went with a somewhat more complicated approach which would be more reliable. The player
has a script called a harness which when the player collides with a rope it will start reading the up and
down input through the players’ current state. The harness receives a list of nodes from the rope it hit,
which it can use to determine how to traverse the rope.
To keep the player continually latched onto the rope I have them constantly lerp between the node they
are currently on and the target node they are travelling to. When the player holds up it sets the node
above them as the end target and I then gradually increased the lerp percentage until it reaches the node
above. Upon reaching it, it will set that node as the start position and the next node above as the new
node to travel to. To go down the rope I decrease the percentage. Once I reach the start again, the end
node becomes the one I am currently at and the start node becomes the one bellow me. I also set the
percentage travelled on the lerp to 1 (meaning I am at the lerp target) which allows me to carry on
decrementing the lerp percentage back down to the new start node.
By storing the distance the player has travelled between the nodes so far and maintaining the lerp
position even when they are not going up or down, the player will stay at the same distance between the
nodes. I make sure that the start and end points of the lerp are always updating with the nodes position
so that the lerp position moves with the swinging rope. This functionality is shown in Figure 8 Rope
climbing/lerp and Figure 9 Node traversal.
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Figure 8 Rope climbing/lerp

// Update is called once per frame
void Update()
{
if (climbing == true && climbPositions != null && canGrab)//if we are in use
{
transform.rotation = new Quaternion(0, 0, 0, 0);//prevent rotation
checkJumpingOff();
if (player.getPlayerState() == PlayerState.CLIMBINGUP)
{
climbUp();//move up current pos
}
else if (player.getPlayerState() == PlayerState.CLIMBINGDOWN)
{
climbDown();//move down current pos
}
if (climbPositions != null && climbing == true)
{
transform.position = Vector2.Lerp(startNode.position,
endNode.position, progress);//maintain current pos
}
}
grabDelayTimer();
}
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Figure 9 Node traversal

/// <summary>
/// Decreases the percentage travelled between the current node targets.
/// </summary>
private void climbDown()
{
if (progress >= 1f && currentStartPoint + 1 < climbPositions.Count - 1)
{
currentStartPoint++;//increment so our start becomes the point we just
reached
setNodeTargetAbove();
}
else
{
if (progress < 1)
{
progress += Time.deltaTime * speed;
}
}
}

/// <summary>
/// Increases the percentage travelled between the current node targets.
/// </summary>
private void climbUp()
{
if (currentStartPoint + 1 < climbPositions.Count)
{
if (progress <= 0f && currentStartPoint != 0)//if we have returned to the
start and there are still nodes behind us
{
setNodeTargetBelow();
}
else
{
if (progress > 0)
{
progress -= Time.deltaTime * speed;
if (progress < 0)
{
progress = 0;
}
}
}
}
}
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The next functions handle the lerp target switching, I found this the most challenging part to implement
as the order of which I incremented/decremented the current node I was on, was very important for it to
work correctly (see Figure 10 Node target switch)
Figure 10 Node target switch

/// <summary>
/// Determines if there is a node above to move to and if so sets it as the next
lerp target.
/// </summary>
void setNodeTargetAbove()
{
startNode = climbPositions[currentStartPoint].transform;//start point is the
one we just reached
if (currentStartPoint + 1 < climbPositions.Count)//if we can go further up
{
endNode = climbPositions[currentStartPoint + 1].transform;//our next
target is the node up
}
progress = 0;// and we have made no progress in reaching it
}

/// <summary>
/// Determines if there is a node below to move to and if so sets it as the next
lerp target.
/// </summary>
void setNodeTargetBelow()
{
endNode = climbPositions[currentStartPoint].transform;//our end becomes our
start
if (currentStartPoint > 0)//if we can go down
{
currentStartPoint--;
startNode = climbPositions[currentStartPoint].transform;//shift the start
of our journey to that node
}
progress = 1;//we are at the end of our journey, ready to go back to the start
}

For jumping off the rope I have faked adding a swing velocity to the player. Originally, I had the velocity of
the current node determine which way it would fling the player and how hard; however, it was unreliable
as at the very end of the swing the rope would flick up and back a bit meaning they actually had a velocity
in the other direction. This made it very counter intuitive as you think you would fly off one way but you
would go the other.
In the end, I made it so that you are flung off the rope with an already calculated velocity in the direction
the player is currently facing. It doesn’t look as realistic but it is more predictable for the player and made
gameplay a bit nicer. I also added a delay to grabbing onto a rope you just jumped off so you wouldn’t
instantly cling back on to the same rope (see Figure 11 Rope detaching).
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Figure 11 Rope detaching

/// <summary>
/// Checks if the player has decided to jump off. Detaches harness from rope
/// and adds some velocity to the players departure.
/// </summary>
private void checkJumpingOff()
{
if (player.getPlayerState() == PlayerState.JUMPING && climbPositions !=
null)//need a delay on first grab
{
playerRB.velocity = Vector2.zero;
Vector2 jumpVelocity;
if (player.getDirection())
{
jumpVelocity = new Vector2(1 * xJumpVelocityMod, 1 *
player.getJumpForce());
}
else
{
jumpVelocity = new Vector2(-1 * xJumpVelocityMod, 1 *
player.getJumpForce());
}
playerRB.velocity = jumpVelocity;
climbing = false;
climbPositions = null;
canGrab = false;
climbing = false;
}
}

31st January
Today we had a meeting to determine the state of the prototype. So far, we have pretty much all of the
major requirements including a system that allows us to load in chunks of a level when the player enters
a room.
We decided that we needed to focus on getting a level built to display the features. As the loading system
Curtis made is currently limited to rooms being placed to the left and right, we decided that it would be a
good idea to have an additional scene with a static level laid out as it would be easier to show case all we
had done. I was tasked with the creation of this scene and spent the day laying out a simple level with
everything in it. I also faked 2D lighting by giving the platforms an invisible cube which casts shadows on
to a 3D plane in the background, giving the impression that the 2D elements are casting shadows in the
light. I learnt this technique when doing this year’s global game jam, see Figure 12 Static level.
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Figure 12 Static level

I also used the separate level as an opportunity to test different camera systems as our current camera
was tied into the additive loading system. I created a new camera follow script which follows the player.
The camera will smoothly move to the target when it gets a certain distance away, meaning it is not
constantly tracking but rather lazily following the player.
I used the smooth damp functions in the Mathf library to achieve this as it gives a smoother result than a
lerp. When the player gets far enough away, the camera will follow the player until they are back in the
centre of the screen and will then go back to an idle state until they get to far away again. This
functionality is shown in Figure 13 Camera follow.
Figure 13 Camera follow

/// <summary>
/// Super simple smooth camera follow system. Will move the camera when
/// the target gets a defined distance away from the camera. Uses smoothing.
/// </summary>
private void trackTarget()
{
float dist = Vector2.Distance(transform.position, target.transform.position);
if (dist > followDistance)
{
moveToTarget = true;
}
if (moveToTarget == true)
{
float x = Mathf.SmoothDamp(transform.position.x,
target.transform.position.x, ref refVelocity.x, smooth);
float y = Mathf.SmoothDamp(transform.position.y,
target.transform.position.y, ref refVelocity.y, smooth);
transform.position = new Vector3(x, y, offset.z);
if (dist < CAM_DIST_DEADZONE)
{
moveToTarget = false;
}
}
}
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The smoothing nature of the camera meant that I could use it for a menu system as well. When playing
the scene, the camera first targets the main menu (shown in Figure 14 Main menu). When pressing the
controls button, it will smoothly move to the control scheme, this is achieved by just changing the camera
target. When you press, the start button the camera will glide into the level and start tracking the player.
The following is the function used to transition to play mode. It is called when the button UI element is
pressed.
public void startGame()
{
ui.enabled = true;
player.enabled = true;
cam.setTarget(player.transform);
}

I also quickly added fall damage, where the player loses a life if falling from a large enough height. I then
added some friction to the walls so the player could reduce the speed they were falling by sliding down
them.
Figure 14 Main menu

To make the menu screen more interesting I added some swinging ropes and one of the enemies Curtis
created which patrols around the menu options.
I also remade the sprite sheets for the player because the old ones I made originally for the global game
jam (to save time creating new ones) and I didn’t want to have to reference them. I still need to create
more frames for the run animation and some sprites for climbing ladders and ropes but as this is just a
prototype it is not needed yet. The new sprites are shown in Figure 15 New player sprites.
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Figure 15 New player sprites

1st February
It’s the day before the prototype deadline and I have decided to spend my time fixing bugs and cleaning
up code. I have also implemented a conveyor belt system that will move rigidbodys in a direction when
stood on. My biggest task for today was restructuring the player control script, what we had before did
not resemble much of a state machine. I have split the various states out into functions and the state
transitions are better structured now.
I have added a trail renderer to the player to make gameplay look more interesting. The trail also serves a
gameplay purpose, when falling at a speed which is lethal to the player the trail will turn red allowing the
player to know that hitting the ground at that speed will kill them. It is unlikely this feature will make it
into the final DirectX version.

7th February
Today we were given our repository to allows us to start sprinting to alpha. We spent some time
discussing how we could implement the different systems as well as their priority. After we pushed the
initial code base, we then divided up the tasks. My task was to produce the camera and do the collision
system.
For the camera system, the first challenge I faced was stopping the sprites from being rendered in screen
space. This was an issue because whenever you moved the normal camera the sprites would move with
it, meaning I couldn’t have the camera follow individual sprites. After looking at the arguments the sprite
batch begin functions take I found out that I could pass in a world matrix like how CMOGO takes a world
matrix in the camera function. The matrix calculation was based off a tutorial I found online for a 2D
camera in XNA (Amador, 2009) see Figure 16 Camera matrix.
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Figure 16 Camera matrix

m_world = Matrix::CreateTranslation(Vector3(-m_pos.x, -m_pos.y, 0)) *
Matrix::CreateRotationZ(m_rotation) *
Matrix::CreateScale(Vector3(m_zoom, m_zoom, 1)) *
Matrix::CreateTranslation(Vector3(m_width * 0.5f, m_height* 0.5f, 0));

Firstly I create a translation by negating the cameras x and y position and then multiply this by the
rotation value, then I create a scale based on the zoom value (the camera doesn’t technically move closer
or further away it just rescales the world based on the zoom value), finally I multiply another translation
of half the screen height and width which makes my worlds origin in the centre of the screen.
This matrix is then passed to the sprite batch which allows me to move the camera independent of the
sprites as they are now in my calculated world space (Figure 17 Sprite batch).
Figure 17 Sprite batch

// Draw sprite batch stuff
m_DD2D->m_Sprites->Begin(SpriteSortMode_BackToFront, nullptr, nullptr, nullptr,
nullptr, nullptr, cam2D->getWorldMatrix());
for (list<GameObject2D *>::iterator it = m_GameObject2Ds.begin(); it !=
m_GameObject2Ds.end(); it++)
{
(*it)->Draw(m_DD2D);
}
m_DD2D->m_Sprites->End();

I managed to port over the smooth damping function from unity which allowed me to get nearly the
exact same camera behaviour as in the alpha we made. I found out how Unity implemented their smooth
damp from a forum post. It turns out that in unity 3.5 you can access the Mathf library and look at the
functions (Unity Answers, 2010). This code has been translated into C++ and added into my static utility
class. I have also made sure that this function has been appropriately referenced.
I did encounter one problem though; the camera would stutter when the player was moving too fast. This
issue also occurred in the alpha but I fixed it by handling the camera following in fixed update. Creating a
fixed update was not too difficult, the concept of fixed time steps was covered in our Low-Level
Programming lectures. I added a non-abstract “FixedTick” function to the gameobject2D class meaning
we can use the fixed tick in child objects only if we need to. This function passes in the reduced time step
calculated by the fixed update loop.
The game class has a new function called FixedTick which is called just before the regular play tick, in this
function I take delta time and split it into smaller steps and then loop through all the 2D gameobjects
passing it into their fixed tick function (Figure 18 Fixed tick). In the future, we can use the fixed update
function to update our collision checking as well, which will mean that objects will be less likely to phase
through each other at high speeds as we do it in smaller increments.
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Figure 18 Fixed tick

void Game::FixedTick()
{
float frameTime = m_GD->m_dt;
float timeLeft = frameTime;
float dt;
//split dt into chunks and use to update with a smaller time step
while (timeLeft > 0.0)
{
dt = min(timeLeft, FIXED_FRAME_LENGTH);//get the lesser of the two values
timeLeft -= dt;
//fixed update functions
for (list<GameObject2D *>::iterator it = m_GameObject2Ds.begin(); it !=
m_GameObject2Ds.end(); it++)
{
(*it)->FixedTick(dt);
}
//physics simulation
//collision detection
}
}

13th February
Today I implemented a system for rendering sprites in screen space. To achieve this, I have a second loop
after the main render loop which doesn’t pass a world matrix into the sprite batch. The result is all sprites
rendered in this loop are attached to the screen, we will be using this for various HUD elements.
To determine if a sprite is rendered in world space you override the “DrawScreenSpace” function,
anything drawn in this function will be rendered in screen space.
//anything drawn in this function will be drawn in screen space
void CameraDebug2D::DrawScreenSpace(DrawData2D * _DD)
{
if(showIndicator == true)
{
debugIndicator->Draw(_DD);
}
}

14th February
My next task is to implement the collision system for the game. To make sure that it is as optimised as
possible I will be using spatial partitioning to reduce the number of collision checks. This will be achieved
by following the same approach by John Whiting (Whiting, 2016) where he loops through a tile map with
a range calculated according to the tested objects position.
The collision system relies on me implementing a few other systems first. I need to first implement a level
loading system where it will populate a vector with different types of tiles and then place them within the
scene. To begin with I will be populating this vector by loading a simple array of numbers from a file,
where the number represents the tiles id, 0 being no tile.
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The tile map system will need to be able to give the tile objects it creates the right texture in relation to
their ID. To do this I will be implementing a sprite loader that will load and slice up the sprite sheets for
the tiles. This system will make use of the flyweight pattern to reduce the amount of textures loaded into
memory. It will store a vector of sprite structs which will store a pointer to the texture and the rect
(which defines the slice location). The tiles will pass their id to the sprite loading system where it will
return a pointer to the corresponding sprite struct, allowing them to access its data for rendering.
I spent today laying out the class structure for these systems, trying to figure out how best to implement
these systems with minimal coupling. I may end up having the sprite loader as a static class to make it
easier to access all the loaded sprite resources although I’m not sure how good this will be from a design
stand point.

17th February
Today I began implementing the systems I started planning yesterday.
Tile map class
The tile map class is responsible for loading in a level. The current system I have implemented is strictly
temporary, it was done quickly so that I could load a level to check collisions in. So far It can create and
place tiles within the scene according to a temporary array of integers I have hard coded which details
the different tiles positions and ids in the level. It will create the tile and give it its x and y coordinates as
well as the sprite that corresponds to its id (which it retrieves from the sprite loader). In Figure 19
Temporary level array you can see the temporary array which describes a level.
Figure 19 Temporary level array

int level[80] = {2,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,2,2,2,0,0,0,2,
3,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,3,
3,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,3,
1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,
3,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4,3};
for (int y = 0; y < m_height; y++)
{
for (int x = 0; x < m_width; x++)
{
placeTile(level[getIndex(x,y)],
}
}

x, y);

The tiles are created and stored within the loaded tiles vector.
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void TileMap::placeTile(int id, int x, int y)
{
if (id != 0)
{
float xCoord = x * m_tileWidth;
float yCoord = y * m_tileHeight;
m_loadedTiles.push_back(new Tile(m_spriteLoader->getTileSprite(id),
Vector2(xCoord, yCoord)));
}
else
{
m_loadedTiles.push_back(nullptr);
}
}

I plan to have a vector of tile ids loaded in from a file for the alpha submission, however the final goal is
to have the level described by a JSON file which would allow me to load in additional information about
the tiles I am placing (such as their layer and if they are flipped or not) as well as have their ID stored as a
string rather than an integer which will be less limiting. Figure 20 Loaded test level is a screen shot of the
loaded level I will use for testing collisions.
Figure 20 Loaded test level

Sprite Loader
I have implemented the flyweight design pattern in the form of a sprite loader. This system is currently
being used to load in the tile texture sprite sheet. The system will load in a defined tile sheet and slice it
up according to the defined dimensions. It will then store a pointer to the texture and the individual tiles
slice rect in a Sprite struct which stores all the information required to render the sprite.
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In the tiles constructor, you must pass in a pointer to a sprite struct which will be used to render the tile.
To retrieve a specific sprite, you give the sprite loader a tile ID and it will return a pointer to the sprite
struct of that tile. Code shown in Figure 21 Sprite loader.
Figure 21 Sprite loader

void SpriteLoader::loadTileSheet(std::string _FilePath, Vector2 tileDimension,
ID3D11Device* _GD)
{
ID3D11ShaderResourceView* texture = loadResource(_FilePath, _GD);
ID3D11Resource *pResource;
D3D11_TEXTURE2D_DESC Desc;
texture->GetResource(&pResource);
((ID3D11Texture2D *)pResource)->GetDesc(&Desc);
int tileCountX = (int)(Desc.Width / tileDimension.x);
int tileCountY = (int)(Desc.Height/ tileDimension.y);
for (int y = 0; y < tileCountY * (int)tileDimension.y; y +=
(int)tileDimension.y)
{
for (int x = 0; x < tileCountX * (int)tileDimension.x; x +=
(int)tileDimension.x)
{
RECT* slice = new RECT;
slice->left = x;
slice->right = (x + tileDimension.x);
slice->top = y;
slice->bottom = (y + tileDimension.y);
cutOut(slice, texture, tileDimension);
}
}
}

ID3D11ShaderResourceView * SpriteLoader::loadResource(std::string _FilePath,
ID3D11Device * _GD)
{
string fullfilename =
#if DEBUG
"../Debug/"
#else
"../Release/"
#endif
+ _FilePath + ".dds";
ID3D11ShaderResourceView* m_pTextureRV;
HRESULT hr = CreateDDSTextureFromFile(_GD,
Helper::charToWChar(fullfilename.c_str()), nullptr, &m_pTextureRV);
return m_pTextureRV;
}

void SpriteLoader::cutOut(RECT* _sliceArea, ID3D11ShaderResourceView* _atlas, Vector2
tileDimension)
{
Sprite spriteResource;
spriteResource.atlas = _atlas;
spriteResource.frame = _sliceArea;
spriteResource.width = tileDimension.x;
spriteResource.height = tileDimension.y;
tileResources.push_back(spriteResource);
}
Sprite* SpriteLoader::getTileSprite(int id)
{
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Currently the system is very simplistic, tiles are automatically sliced up assuming they all have the same
dimensions and are given a meaningless integer for their ID (the order they are loaded in). In future, I
plan to generate a JSON file with every sprite sheet which will define an ID and slice co-ordinates for each
sprite. This will allow us to have human readable IDs and will allow odd shaped sprites (required for the
player sprite sheet).
To render these sprites, we are going to be implementing a sprite renderer. This will simply render the
sprite in the same way the ImageGo2D class does except it has no texture loading functionality. The goal
is for the ImageGo2D class to become deprecated so that the sprite Loader class handles all texture
loading.

18th February
Today I implemented a collision detection system that uses spatial partitioning. I followed the same
methodology put forward by John Whiting (Whiting, 2016) to implement this system. The spatial
partitioning works by splitting the world into a grid with each cell the same size as a tile.
To check a dynamic object against the tile map we divide the object RECTs left and right by the tiles x size
and divide the top and bottom by the tiles y size. I also make sure that these are integers and are
clamped to the tile maps dimensions. This creates a range in the tile map where a collision might occur
and then we do a standard AABB collision detection. The tile map collision is shown in Figure 22 Tile map
collision.
Figure 22 Tile map collision
void CollisionSystem::checkTileMapCollision(list<GameObject2D*> &_objects, TileMap* tiles)
{
for (auto _object : _objects)
{
if (_object->getCollisionEnabled())
{
RECT objRect = _object->getCollisionBox();
Vector2 tileSize = tiles->getTileSize();
Vector2 tileMapSize = tiles->getMapSize();
//caclulate range (for spatial partitioning)
int leftTile = (int)(objRect.left / (int)tileSize.x);
int rightTile = (int)(objRect.right / (int)tileSize.x);
int topTile = (int)(objRect.top / (int)tileSize.y);
int bottomTile = (int)(objRect.bottom / (int)tileSize.y);
//clamp range (need to swap out conditional operators for something more readable min?)
leftTile < 0 ? leftTile = 1 : leftTile;
rightTile > (int)tileMapSize.x - 1 ? rightTile = (int)tileMapSize.x - 1 : rightTile;
topTile < 0 ? topTile = 1 : topTile;
bottomTile > (int)tileMapSize.y - 1 ? bottomTile = (int)tileMapSize.y - 1 : bottomTile;
//loop through possible tiles
for (int x = leftTile; x <= rightTile; x++)
{
for (int y = topTile; y <= bottomTile; y++)
{
Tile* tile = tiles->getTileAt(x, y);
if (tile != nullptr)
{
RECT tileRect = tile->getCollisionBox();
if (checkAABBCollision(objRect, tileRect))
{
Collision colA = createCollisionInfo(_object, tile);
if (!internalCollisionCheck(x, y, colA.collsionNormalAligned, tiles))//do not register internal collisions
{
Collision colB = createCollisionInfo(tile, _object);
_object->OnCollision(colA);
tile->OnCollision(colB);

}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
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To let me do one way platforms easier I wanted to record the normal of the collision which is aligned to
the major axis, letting me see which side of the tile I hit. I found an example by Paul Firth which detailed
calculating and aligning the collisions normal (Firth, 2006), the code I wrote is now based off this example
(the code I wrote prior to achieve this always favoured a particular side and caused issues). The code to
do this is show in Figure 23 Collision normal.
Figure 23 Collision normal

Vector2 CollisionSystem::calculateCollisionNormal(Vector2 a, Vector2 b)
{
Vector2 normal = a - b;
normal.Normalize();
if (abs(normal.x) > abs(normal.y))
{
normal.x < 0 ? normal.x = -1 : normal.x = 1;//if x is less than 0 the
normal is -1, else its 1
return Vector2(normal.x, 0);
}
else
{
normal.y < 0 ? normal.y = -1 : normal.y = 1;//if y is less than 0 the
normal is -1, else its 1
return Vector2(0, normal.y);
}
}

A common problem with tile based platformers is internal collisions on tiles. This is where the object
enters an object and triggers a collision on the internal side of another tile. To solve this I use the
collisions normal to check if there is a tile adjacent, if there is it means an internal collision has occurred
and the collision shouldn’t be registered (Figure 24 Internal collision checking).
Figure 24 Internal collision checking

bool CollisionSystem::internalCollisionCheck(int x, int y, Vector2 collisionNormal,
TileMap* map)
{
collisionNormal.Normalize();//just in case
int nextTileX = x + (int)collisionNormal.x;//use normal to determine x,y coords of
adjacent tile
int nextTileY = y + (int)collisionNormal.y;
Tile* nextTile = map->getTileAt(nextTileX, nextTileY);
//if tile is adjacent to collision normal we have an internal collision
if (nextTile != nullptr)
{
if (nextTile->getCollisionEnabled())
{
return true;
}
}
return false;
}
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Note: there is a lot of casting to integers in the collision system just because the values are used as
ranges/coordinates for accessing the tile map.
On top of the tile map collision I also have a standard collision detection which doesn’t use spatial
partitioning. This system is used for checking collisions between dynamic objects. The reason for this
separate system is because I didn’t think it was worth having to update every dynamic object’s grid cell
location. If this was going to be a much larger game It might have been worth doing.

21st February
Today I wanted to start implementing the collision response system. To do this I wanted to use impulses.
Unfortunately to implement this system I needed to have a robust physics system. Our current system
only translates the player down and doesn’t use acceleration or drag. So, to fix this I spent some time
altering the system. I realise this is starting to encroach on Ellies tasks however the collision and physics
systems tend to go hand in hand so we would have to alter the systems to get them to work together
either way. The physics is based loosely off the physics provided to us with the base project in the 3D
player class.
void GameObject2D::SimulatePhysics(float _timeStep)
{
if (m_physicsOn)
{
m_acc *= GameConstants::PHYSICS_SCALE;
m_pos = m_pos + m_vel * _timeStep;
m_vel.y = m_vel.y + (GameConstants::GRAVITY *
GameConstants::PHYSICS_SCALE)* _timeStep;
m_vel.x = m_vel.x + _timeStep * (m_acc.x - m_drag * m_vel.x);
//clamp max velocity
m_vel.y = min(m_vel.y, GameConstants::GRAVITY);
m_vel.x = min(m_vel.x, GameConstants::GRAVITY);
}
}

Currently to simulate function you call the SimulatePhysics function in the gameobject base class and this
will apply physics depending on whether the object is physics enabled. This is not the best solution, I
would like to have both physics and collision as separate components but I’m not sure if its currently
worth the trouble.
The physics and collisions are ticked in the fixed update loop I created to make sure that we have no
undesired behaviour (as a result we need to reset acceleration to zero after the fixed tick so we aren’t
resetting after every chunk of dt). A side effect of this is that I need to scale the physics simulation so that
we don’t need incredibly high values to move an object.
The update order in the fixed update is very important for getting the collision response right, if done in
the wrong order an object would probably slowly push/sink through objects. I am following the same
update order that the Unity engine uses. This update order is shown in Figure 25 Update order.
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Figure 25 Update order

void Game::FixedTick()
{
float frameTime = m_GD->m_dt;
float timeLeft = frameTime;
float dt;
//split dt into chunks
while (timeLeft > 0.0)
{
dt = min(timeLeft, FIXED_FRAME_LENGTH);//get the lesser of the two values
timeLeft -= dt;
m_GD->m_fixedDt = dt;
for (list<GameObject2D *>::iterator it = m_GameObject2Ds.begin(); it !=
m_GameObject2Ds.end(); it++)
{
(*it)->FixedTick(m_GD);
(*it)->SimulatePhysics(m_GD->m_fixedDt);
}
CheckCollisions();
}
for (list<GameObject2D *>::iterator it = m_GameObject2Ds.begin(); it !=
m_GameObject2Ds.end(); it++)
{
(*it)->EndPhysicsSim();//resets physics sim for next run through
}
}

void Game::CheckCollisions()
{
m_collisionSystem->checkTileMapCollision(m_GameObject2Ds, m_tileMap);
m_collisionSystem->checkDynamicsCollision(m_GameObject2Ds);
}

23rd February
Now that the physics is working I got around to implementing the collision response system. After looking
at a lot of collision response methods I decided impulse response would be the most suitable since we
have a fixed update to rapidly respond to collisions. To implement collision response, I followed a tutorial
by Randy Gaul (Gaul, 2013). It works by calculating the relative velocity of the objects and then
calculating and applying an impulse along the relative velocities normal direction (see Figure 26 Collision
response). It also considers the objects mass and supposedly its restitution (bounciness) however I was
unable to get restitution working.
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Figure 26 Collision response

void CollisionSystem::resolveCollision(GameObject2D *objectA, GameObject2D *objectB)
{
Vector2 relativeVelocity = objectB->GetVelocity() - objectA->GetVelocity();
Vector2 normal = calculateCollisionNormal(objectB->getPos(), objectA>getPos());
float normalDirVelocity = relativeVelocity.Dot(normal);//the velocity along
this normal
if (normalDirVelocity > 0)//only respond if objects are coming together
{
return;
}
float restitution = 1;//should use the lowest restitution value of the two
objects, caused issues and needs revisting
// Calculate impulse scalar
float impulseScalar = -(1 + restitution) * normalDirVelocity;
impulseScalar /= 1 / objectA->getMass() + 1 / objectB->getMass();
// Apply impulse
Vector2 impulse = impulseScalar * normal;
if (objectA->IsPhysicsOn())
{
objectA->setVelocity(objectA->GetVelocity() - 1 / objectA->getMass() *
impulse);
}
if (objectB->IsPhysicsOn())
{
objectB->setVelocity(objectB->GetVelocity() + 1 / objectB->getMass() *
impulse);
}
}

After a lot of tweaking in the physics and collision systems I could prevent the player from falling through
the floor. I now need to implement player movement using physics to check that there is now clipping
through walls when moving.

24th February
Instead of implementing the player movement, today I wanted to get the level loading from a file as
currently the tile map was still loading from a hard-coded array of integers and it made me sad every
time I saw it. To get this done quickly I went with a very simple binary format which stored the
dimensions of the tile map and an array of all the tile ids. The file loading system is based off one of our
very first coding tutorials for ESD in first year which taught basic file loading. I had to load in the id into a
char and then convert it back as when I read it into an integer it thought a row in the map was just a very
large number. The loaded ID is passed into a function that places the corresponding tile at that location.
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bool TileMap::loadLevel(string _levelName)
{
//the following is a temporary level loader that loads a simple file format
//this will be changed for a JSON file format at a later date.
string filePath = "../Assets/Levels/" + _levelName + ".lvl";
ifstream file(filePath);
if (!file.is_open())//check the file was opened
{
return false;
}
file >> m_MapSize.x >> m_MapSize.y;
m_loadedTiles.reserve((int)(m_MapSize.x * m_MapSize.y));
char id;
for (int y = 0; y < m_MapSize.y; y++)
{
for (int x = 0; x < m_MapSize.x; x++)
{
file >> id;
printf("%d", atoi(&id));
placeTile(atoi(&id), x, y);
}
printf("\n");
}
file.close();
return true;
}

This is the function I use to create the tiles, ideally an object factory will handle the creation of these
objects in future. Nullptr represents an empty tile, this is more efficient than placing an invisible tile
without collision.
void TileMap::placeTile(int id, int x, int y)
{
if (id != 0)
{
float xCoord = x * m_tileSize.x;
float yCoord = y * m_tileSize.y;
if(id == 2)//one way tile
{
m_loadedTiles.push_back(new Tile(m_spriteLoader>getTileSprite(id), Vector2(xCoord, yCoord), true));
}
else
{
m_loadedTiles.push_back(new Tile(m_spriteLoader>getTileSprite(id), Vector2(xCoord, yCoord), false));
}
}
else
{
m_loadedTiles.push_back(nullptr);
}
}
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Note: I’ve been using printf to display debug messages to save me from having to include iostream every
time I want to write a quick message.

26th – 27th February
The past three days I have worked on implementing the player movement and sprite switching. I have
now implemented the sprite renderer class which takes a sprite loaded by the sprite loading system and
renders it using the information. Because the Sprite loader is not currently slicing according to a JSON file
I had to do one off loads for the player sprites meaning its loading the same texture multiple times and
passing back sprites structs which aren’t stored by the flyweight system. This is temporary until the sprite
loader is using the sprite sheet info.
The player state system was almost a straight port from our unity prototype (we purposely avoided using
Unity’s animated state system tool in our prototype). The only changes I had to make was how we
detected if we hit the floor, instead of using raycasts (which our engine doesn’t currently support) we just
use the on-collision event. This did mean I had to change the player so it handled movement in update
instead of fixed update just so the collision registered before the player moves about.
The player class Is very messy as it has a lot of states which are all in the same class. It might be worth
separating everything into a class based state system for readability however the alpha deadline is
approaching so for now it will have to do. Also, currently the player is unable to wall jump or slide like it
did in the alpha.

28th February
Before we submit for the alpha I wanted to quickly implement one way platforms. This was easy to do as I
built the collision system with this in mind, I put a Boolean in the tile class which defined if a tile was oneway. In the collision system, it would ignore collisions on the bottom of objects that were marked as one
way. It also ignored collision on the top of the one-way objects if the colliding object had an upwards
velocity, meaning it wouldn’t apply force to them if they were jumping through the tile.
if (!(colA.collsionNormalAligned == Vector2(0,1) && tile->getOneWay() ==
true))//ignore collision responce on oneway tiles
{
if (!(colA.collsionNormalAligned == Vector2(0, -1) && _object->GetVelocity().y
< 0))//if hit top but jumping up through tile ignore collision responce
{
Collision colB = createCollisionInfo(tile, _object);
resolveCollision(_object, tile);
_object->OnCollision(colA);
tile->OnCollision(colB);
}
}
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1st March
We presented the current state of the game and it was successful (as in it didn’t break horribly), we even
had to use it on an untested machine and it didn’t seem to have any bugs which was probably due to the
fixed tick. I spent the rest of the day merging my code with the repository. I also finished off the
crumbling platforms Curtis was working on. All I had to do was some minor tweaks, give it a sprite
renderer, and plug it into the collision system making sure it only crumbled when it is hit from the top.
Curtis made the platforms shrink rather than fall which was a nice touch as I could make them look like
holograms.
The following screen shots show the games current state for alpha and the crumbling and one-way
platforms.
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13th – April
After a month of rushing my other assignments I am now able to continue development on the
platformer. Today my task was to link in a JSON parser for use with the sprite slicing and level loading sub
systems (Parker, 2017).
I managed to get the JSON parser linked in however I am yet to see if the linking settings pushed onto the
repository correctly, which I will test at a later date. I also managed to change the current sprite slicing
system to be able to slice up sprites according to a file. The system when asked to load a sprite sheet, will
load the texture and then look for the corresponding JSON file which details the slicing coordinates and
the names of the sprites. It will then create a sprite asset and store it in a map so it can be retrieved by
name. Currently only the player sprite sheet is loaded using this system as I need to change how the level
loading is handled before the rest of the tiles can use it. I will also need to develop some kind of tool to
generate the JSON file. Figure 27 Player Json file shows the JSON file for the player sprite sheet and
Figure 28 Load sprite sheet shows the slicing system.
Figure 27 Player Json file

{
"Player_Idle":{
"xPos": 0,
"yPos": 0,
"xDimension": 62,
"yDimension": 96
},
"Player_Run_001":{
"xPos": 191,
"yPos": 0,
"xDimension": 73,
"yDimension": 96
},
"Player_Run_002":{
"xPos": 62,
"yPos": 0,
"xDimension": 55,
"yDimension": 96
},
"Player_Run_003":{
"xPos": 121,
"yPos": 0,
"xDimension": 62,
"yDimension": 96
},
"Player_Jump":{
"xPos": 0,
"yPos": 100,
"xDimension": 55,
"yDimension": 96
},
"Player_Hang":{
"xPos": 232,
"yPos": 0,
"xDimension": 183,
"yDimension": 224
}
}
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Figure 28 Load sprite sheet

void SpriteLoader::loadSpriteSheet(std::string _filePath, ID3D11Device* _GD)
{
ID3D11ShaderResourceView* texture = loadResource(_filePath, _GD);
using jsoncons::json;
std::ifstream is( "..//Assets//" + _filePath + ".json");
json sprites;
try
{
is >> sprites;
}
catch (const std::exception& e)
{
std::cout << e.what() << std::endl;
}
for (const auto& type : sprites.members())
{
const auto& name = type.name();
const auto& data = type.value();
auto xPos = data["xPos"].as_int();
auto yPos = data["yPos"].as_int();
auto xDimension = data["xDimension"].as_int();
auto yDimension = data["yDimension"].as_int();
RECT* slice = new RECT;
slice->left = xPos;
slice->right = static_cast<long>(xPos + xDimension);
slice->top = yPos;
slice->bottom = static_cast<long>(yPos + yDimension);
createSprite(name, slice, Vector2(xDimension, yDimension),texture);
}
}

After completing this task, I decided to get some of the ground work for the level editor done. Depending
on how well other tasks go we will be creating a very simple level editor using Unity which can produce
level files for use in the engine. To start with I created a basic UI with some buttons and a camera
movement system (Figure 29 Level Editor UI).
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Figure 29 Level Editor UI

The reason I am starting to implement a level editor is because the level loading system is very
dependent on it. Rather than just having an array of different tiles I am planning to have a system where
there is an array of unique object IDs which correspond to objects in the scene. When loading the level, it
will go to the JSON member which corresponds to the ID. This member will store the objects type and a
number of parameters for that object type, for example a conveyor tile may have parameters for defining
its direction.
To convert all of the information into a JSON file I plan to give each place-able object in the editor a
function which can be overridden for each object type where it will parse its unique information into a
JSON member and add it to the final generated file.
In the JSON file there will be an array which holds the unique IDs of tiles that will be used in the tile map.
The order of the objects is important as it defines their position in the level. There will be another array
which holds IDs for objects that aren’t used by the tile map, their position in the array will not matter,
their position will instead be defined by the coordinates in the objects corresponding JSON member. This
will allow us to have certain elements which aren’t tied to a grid system e.g. the players start position.

14th – April
Rather than continue on the level editor I wanted to take a look at implementing the swinging rope into
the game. For the prototype the rope used a series of physics joints and a line renderer. Porting it into
DirectX would be very difficult as physics joints do not tend to be very robust, let alone when I make
them. Instead of using physics for the DirectX version I wanted to take a more maths based approach
where I calculate the rope nodes position using polar coordinates. To try and implement this I started
developing it using Processing, a Java based language. Processing is very quick and easy to develop in
which made it easier for me to experiment with implementing this kind of system. As I am using basic
maths function to achieve the simulation it should be easier to port to DirectX.
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The simulation I developed is still based loosely off my implementation for the prototype in terms of how
I calculate the nodes positions. I calculate the end point of the rope based off the defined node diameter
and use a lerp to evenly distribute nodes between the start and endpoint. Figure 30 Placing function
shows this functionality (code formatting is lost as Microsoft Word doesn’t know the Processing syntax). I
also tell the node about their distance from the anchor point which I use later in the swinging effect.
Figure 30 Placing function

void placeNodes()
{
float percentage = 1.0f / nodeCount;
PVector endPoint = new PVector(position.x, position.y -(nodeCount *
nodeDiameter));
for (float i = 0; i <= 1; i += percentage)
{
PVector nodePos = PVector.lerp(position, endPoint, i);
float distance = PVector.dist(nodePos, position);
nodes.add(new RopeNode(nodePos, distance));
}
}

To make the nodes simulate a swing I make use of the polar coordinates system. Using angle theta, I can
calculate a position on the unit circle. This is then translated to cartesian coordinates using sine and
cosine. I multiply the x and y values by the nodes distance which is essentially the polar coordinates
radius. By lerping theta using the sine wave I can make all the points rotate in an arc around the anchor
point. To simulate the curve, I apply a speed modifier based on the distance from the anchor point, nodes
further away move faster which gives a curving effect, this modifier can be tweaked to change the rigidity
of the rope. The calculated vector position is also limited so that the nodes are always a set distance
away from each other (the nodes diameter) as I was having an issue where nodes further away would
separate due to the speed modifier. The code for this is shown in Figure 32 Rope Swing Made in
Processing the code is not very clean and there are some magic numbers but this is because the project
was mainly just for proof of concept. The end result is shown in Figure 31 Rope Nodes.
Figure 31 Rope Nodes
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Figure 32 Rope Swing Made in Processing

void swingRope()
{
++t;//would be time since game start
theta = radians(swingAngle) * sin(t * speed) ;
PVector lastPos = position;
for(RopeNode node : nodes)
{
float newTheta = theta * (node.distance * distMod);
PVector pos = new PVector(position.x + node.distance * cos(newTheta
+ radians(-90)) , position.y + node.distance * sin(newTheta+ radians(90)));
//limit distance from previous node
float dist = PVector.dist(lastPos, pos);
if(dist > nodeDiameter)//if further than max
{
PVector limitedPos = PVector.sub(lastPos, pos);
limitedPos = limitedPos.normalize();
limitedPos.mult(dist - nodeDiameter);
pos.add(limitedPos);
}
node.position = pos;//apply new position
lastPos = node.position;//store last pos
node.update();//does nothing atm
}
}

The code required for swinging the rope contrasts greatly with the single line of code it took in Unity,
however this method It is much more reliable and we will have better control over the arc of the rope.

15th – April
Today I ported the rope I made in processing into DirectX. Fortunately, I didn’t have to make too many
alterations to get it working. I did have to do a lot of conversions to radians as the C++ version of sine
does not use degrees like the Processing (Java) version of sine, the code for the swinging rope can be
seen in Figure 33 DirectX Rope Swing, It also shows the function I use to detect which way the rope is
swinging which will be necessary for changing the way the player faces when swinging. Currently the
ropes are using some temporary sprites so that I can see the placement of the nodes Figure 34 Rope in
DirectX.
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Figure 33 DirectX Rope Swing
void Rope::swingRope(GameData* _GD)
{
m_time += _GD->m_dt;
float calcSpeed = m_time * m_speed;
m_theta = XMConvertToRadians(m_swingAngle) * sin(XMConvertToRadians(calcSpeed));//caclulate new angle using sine
Vector2 lastPos = m_pos;
for (auto& node : nodes)
{
float currentDist = node->getDistance();
float newTheta = m_theta * (currentDist * m_distMod);//apply speed mod depending on distance
Vector2 pos = Vector2(m_pos.x + currentDist * cos(newTheta + ANGLE_CORRECTION), m_pos.y + currentDist *
sin(newTheta + ANGLE_CORRECTION));//convert to cartesian coords and apply angle correction so it goes down (is in radians)
//limit distance from previous node position
float dist = Vector2::Distance(lastPos, pos);
if (dist > m_nodeDiameter)//if node is seperating
{
Vector2 limitedPos = lastPos - pos;//limit node from the last nodes position
limitedPos.Normalize();
limitedPos *= (dist - m_nodeDiameter);
pos += limitedPos;//adjust node position
}
node->SetPos(pos);//apply new position
lastPos = node->getPos();//store last pos
node->Tick(_GD);//update node objects
}
calculateDirection();
GameObject2D::Tick(_GD);
}
void Rope::calculateDirection()
{
if((m_theta * nodes.back()->getDistance() * m_distMod) > 0)//if last nodes theta is going left
{
dirRight = false;
}
else
{
dirRight = true;
}
}

Figure 34 Rope in DirectX

One of the biggest problems I encountered when porting in the rope was giving the collision system
access to the ropes node objects. To resolve this I made an overridable function in the gameobject base
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class which passes in a pointer to the collision system and the current object the system is checking
against. When the rope object is having its collisions checked, this function is called allowing the rope
nodes it owns to also be checked, as shown in Figure 35 Rope Collision Checking. Figure 36 New Collision
Checking, shows when this function is called during collision checking. I do not really like this solution as
it means the collision system is coupled to Gameobject2D, however It was already very tightly coupled to
begin with. Once we separate the collision logic this will not be as big an issue.
Figure 35 Rope Collision Checking

void Rope::CheckSubCollisions(CollisionSystem* _collision, GameObject2D* _object)
{
for (auto &node : nodes)
{
_collision->checkSingleCollision(node, _object);//do collision for every
node
}
}
Figure 36 New Collision Checking

void CollisionSystem::checkDynamicsCollision(list<GameObject2D*>& _objects) const
{
//standard collision checking
for (auto objectA : _objects)
{
for (auto objectB : _objects)
{
checkSingleCollision(objectA, objectB);
objectA->CheckSubCollisions(const_cast<CollisionSystem*>(this),
objectB);//allow any child objects to check their collisions
}
}
}

18th – April
Today I added the climbing functionality to the rope. This was quite a big task as there was quite a lot to
translate from our original alpha. Luckily the porting process went very smoothly and it was mainly a case
of passing references to specific objects manually rather than using the get component function which is
used in Unity. Similar to our prototype, when the player is swinging on the rope collision response on
other objects do not work correctly as I am translating the players position. There is no easy way around
this problem without making the rope nodes collide with walls, which would require them to moving
using physics. Instead I have disabled physics when on a rope and set the players collider to a trigger
which will ignore collision response. This means there is no attempt to correct the players position
allowing them to swing smoothly. Unfortunately, we are going to have to be strategic in where we place
these ropes as if the rope clips through the player can go through it. This could be used for gameplay
purposes to access new areas, however if the wall is the bound of the level the player could escape and
fall infinitely.
As for the ropes visuals, it is still comprised of multiple sprite objects rather than a rope renderer Figure
37 Climbable Rope. I do have some idea of how to implement a rope render using the VBO class but it
would require putting back in the 3D functionality which was removed by another team member. For
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now, I am going to leave this as I still need to implement a level editor and redesign the level loading
system which is a higher priority.
Figure 37 Climbable Rope

19th – April
Today I went back to work on the level editor again. I have now implemented a simple menu system
which allows you to enter details for creating a new level (Figure 38 Level Details.). Once the dimensions
of the new level and its name has been entered, it will load the level editor scene. The name and
dimensions are stored in a static class so that I can access it between scenes, another approach would
have been to add the script to a gameobject which is set to not destroy on load.
When the editor scene is open, it will use the level details to produce a grid to the correct dimensions
(Figure 39 Grid). I have also implemented a cursor which will snap to the grid positions showing where a
tile would be placed. I also made it change colour when holding alt which indicates that a tile will be
removed instead of placed.
The grid manager now has functions which take a place-able object and the cursors position which will be
used for inserting tiles into the tile map array it holds. Objects not in the tile map will simply be pushed
ack onto the dynamic object vector.
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Figure 38 Level Details

Figure 39 Grid

25th – April
After finishing off my other assignment I was able to get back to work on the level editor today. I focused
on getting the static tiles being placed in the editor, these tiles will be used in the levels tile map and will
make up the environment.
When clicking on one of the tiles in the menu it will set the prefab to be placed by the cursor. I then check
to see if the cursor is on the grid and not on any screen space UI elements. When the left mouse button is
held, it asks the grid manager to place a tile at that location, returning true if it was successfully placed.
Before instantiating the tile the grid manager checks to see that the grid position is empty. The user can
also remove tiles from the grid by pressing alt and clicking.
I also started the JSON parsing functionality. I can generate a file which has the level dimensions’ details,
tile map ID array, and the parsed objects. Every place able, item is given a unique ID which is recorded in
the tile map array, I check to see how much of the grid the current level is using and resize the array
accordingly. The Ids in the array correspond to a JSON field which has the objects type and variables
stored. Currently the static tile only stores its sprite name, depth (z buffer), and whether or not it is one
way. In Figure 40 Created Level you can see the created level layout and in Figure 41 Part of generated
JSON you can see part of the generated JSON file.
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Figure 40 Created Level

Figure 41 Part of generated JSON
{
"Size":{
"TileSize": 96,
"Width": 17,
"Height": 8
},
"TileMap":
[ 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
17, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1,
18, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1,
19, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1,
20, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1,
21, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1,
22, -1, 50, 51, -1, -1, -1, 58, 59,
23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31,
"0":{
"type": 1,
"spriteName": "FTR_Tile_001",
"depth": 0,
"oneWay": false
},
"1":{
"type": 1,
"spriteName": "FTR_Tile_001",
"depth": 0,
"oneWay": false
},
"2":{
"type": 1,
"spriteName": "FTR_Tile_001",
"depth": 0,
"oneWay": false
},
"3":{
"type": 1,
"spriteName": "FTR_Tile_001",
"depth": 0,
"oneWay": false
},

11,
-1,
-1,
55,
-1,
-1,
-1,
32,

12,
-1,
-1,
56,
-1,
-1,
-1,
33,

13,
-1,
-1,
57,
-1,
-1,
-1,
34,

14,
-1,
-1,
-1,
-1,
-1,
48,
35,

15,
-1,
-1,
-1,
-1,
-1,
49,
36,

16,
-1,
-1,
-1,
-1,
-1,
-1,
37,

-1,
-1,
-1,
-1,
-1,
-1,
38,

40,
41,
42,
43,
44,
45,
39 ],
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26th – April
Today I implemented the drag and drop functionality for dynamic objects. I am able to select and drag a
coin from the dynamic objects list and place it in the scene. These objects are added into the dynamic
objects array ready for being parsed into a JSON file.
The reason I wanted to serialise objects in the JSON file (rather than having an array of tile ids) was so I
could have objects with different parameters. In light of this I needed to implement some way for the
user to change the values of an object in the editor. I implemented this menu as an object inspector,
when clicking on a dynamic object it’s information is populated in the inspector panel. In the panel the
user can tweak values specific to that object. I have tried to make this system expandable in terms of
changing the inspector depending on the selected object type, however, I still need to create a UI layout
for each inspector. In Figure 42 Inspector you can see that the coins are not aligned to the grid, this is
because dynamic objects are not part of the tile map and so their positions are not restricted. You can
also see the inspector in the bottom right. One of the coins is set to have its sprite flipped on the Y axis
whereas the other isn’t.
Figure 42 Inspector

I was also able to implement proper file saving, before the file would simply be saved in Unity’s game
data directory. Unity by default has no runtime functionality for opening a file browser window so instead
I was able to import a windows form .dll (Unity Questions, 2011) and use it to create a window
(Daumann, 2010). This new saving functionality (Figure 43 Save dialogue) will allow me to save directly
to the level folder where the DirectX engine currently stores its level files.
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Figure 43 Save dialogue

Now that the inspector is done, my goal is to get all objects and tiles into the level editor. I am also going
to have to create some specialised inspector functionality for allowing the setting of waypoints for
enemies. After all objects are in and I have them parsed in a JSON file I will need to get the file read in to
DirectX.

27th – April
Today I continued adding more place able items to the level editor, now that most of the frame work was
done this didn’t take long to do. So far I have added:
•

Player – A draggable player icon is now placed in the editor, this item can be dragged around but
not deleted. It has a custom inspector that allows you to change the players max health and sort
layer. This object marks the starting position of the player.

•

Conveyor – A conveyor has been added to the intractable tile set. It places like any other tile and
has an inspector which allows you to change the direction it pushes objects. The direction is
marked by an arrow on the object.

•

Crumble platform – The crumbling platform has been added, it behaves like the other static tiles.

•

Spawn trigger – I have added a new tile which isn’t currently in the DirectX engine. The tile is a
trigger volume where on entering it, the players spawn point is set as the triggers target position.
The target position can be set by holding control and clicking on a position. The spawn target for
a trigger volume is pointed out by a line renderer.

•

Enemy – An enemy has been added to the editor. It can be dragged around like the other
dynamic objects and can have waypoints set. You can also set the enemy to follow the waypoints
in a circle rather than ping pong. The enemies path is displayed using line renderers.
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28th – April
Today I finished of the two remaining objects in the level editor: the rope and the ladder. The ladder was
simply a static tile which had its type set to ladder. The rope took a little longer to implement as it
required a new script and inspector. I decided not to allow the alteration of the rope values, you can only
move the rope and change its sort layer. The reason for this being that the in-editor rope does not
represent the DirectX version of the rope so there would be no reliable visuals to see how the rope would
behave in game given different parameters. This is a pretty big flaw however It’s not long until the
deadline and I need to get the level files being loaded in to DirectX which is the top priority because
otherwise the creation of this level editor will be entirely pointless.
I also upgraded the project to the latest version of Unity (5.6), this was because in the latest release the
line renderers had been fixed. As a result, the enemy path indicators look much nicer.
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I also spent time today getting everything ready to be parsed into DirectX. I have made sure that all the
object type tags align with those in the editor and that all the required sprites are included in the DirectX
assets folder and named appropriately.
I have also started putting in the class structure for the new level loader. There is a level class which will
have a player, tile map, and a vector of gameobjects. The idea is that the Game class will tick and draw
the objects in the level class when in a play state. The level also owns a level builder which will be used
for parsing the Json files and creating the objects for the level. Currently I have started putting in the
framework for creating the static tiles from the various Json objects in the file. The functionality is still
untested, I need to get the player being read in and created before I can start testing simple file loads.

29th – April
Today I tackled the task of getting the level files loaded into DirectX, this was a crucial step as If I couldn’t
get it read in properly the time spent on making the level editor would have all been for nothing. There
were a few shaky moments when reading in the files, I had to override some of the operators in the json
plugin to allow pulling the data into the Vector2 structure. Fortunately, I was able to get everything read
in and there were no major issues.
There was one problem I encountered which was that I intended the level class to contain all the levels
gameobjects and so collision checks would be performed on the list of objects the level owns. I did not
take into consideration that the menu will be outside the level and so I had to change how the updating
of the game states worked.
The level is loaded using the level builder class, there were some access violation issues when the level
builder tried to create and add tiles to the tile map that was owned by the level class. I resolved this by
having the level builder hold the tiles and pass a pointer to the tile map class. This is not Ideal as it makes
sense for the tile map to control the memory for the tiles and it means that the level builder and tile map
classes are tightly coupled. The implementation in general of the level creation is a bit shaky, but with the
deadline closing getting as many features completed is top priority. If I get the chance I will try and
refactor it.
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Also, I had to scrap the Z sorting functionality of the sprites. After successfully reading in all the objects
sort depths and passing them into the draw function, I found that for some reason sprites with a value
greater or less than 1 would not display. I tried moving the camera forwards and backwards in case they
were getting clipped by the camera but this was not the case. I decided to cut my losses and not
implement it. It was disappointing as I spent quite some time making sure every object in the level editor
could have a z value set.
After finishing the level loading I decided to make two more tile sheets and added them to the game
Figure 44 New tile sheets. This didn’t take too long as it does not take much effort to add a new tile to
the level editor so long as the tile is not specialised.
Figure 44 New tile sheets

30th – April
Today the whole group met and we focused on getting all our work merged together. Fortunately, there
weren’t too many conflicts. We only had to rework the Hud class and add some player functionality back
in that had been overwritten during the merge. I finally got to see the menu system Ellie had been
working on, there were only a few tweaks to get it fully implemented. It did however bring to light an
issue I had glossed over. The collision boxes in the game had always had issues when dealing with origin
points. Setting the collision boxes height and width did not consider offsets meaning if a sprites offset
was centred the collision box wasn’t lined up correctly. Unfortunately, this made the menu
implementation harder for Ellie to make as she had to manually offset sprites. I plan to resolve this issue
as soon as possible as it is something I should have fixed a while ago but did not address.
After the menu was implemented I implemented a level select state. When the user clicks the main
menus play button they will enter this state and a dialogue box will appear asking the user to open a file.
The message dialogue is part of the standard windows library (Butterworth, 2011) I implemented it as a
static class method as it does not need to hold any data. The window returns the path of the selected
level file and passes it into the level builder.
I have done some validation of the retrieved file although more could be done. I restrict the user to only
selecting Json files and do a check when reading in the first member (level dimensions). If it fails to read
in correctly it tells the user that the level file is not valid or may be corrupted. Figure 45 invalid file shows
the error message generated when trying to load a sprite slice Json file instead of a level Json file.
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Really, I should do checks every time data is read from the file just in case other parts of the file are
corrupted but I currently have other priorities.
We are also now able to unload levels, fortunately it was just a case of destroying all the objects. I was
worried that I would get a lot of null references as the level class is quite poorly implemented in terms of
coupling.
The wall jumping Curtis implemented worked from the most part however there were some issues with it
setting the wrong sprite direction. Fortunately, this was just a case of a Boolean not being set correctly.
There are still some issues, when running into a leftwards wall it always seems to prioritise clinging to the
wall rather than standing on the ground. I believe I can resolve this by doing some extra checks.
Now that the game is somewhat playable I have asked Ellie and Curtis to get a head start on our end of
project team discussions while I begin to bug fix and refactor the code base. Hopefully If I get all the
issues resolved I can return to my level editor and finally get the level reloading functionality
implemented. I will also be implementing a very simple win and fail state which shouldn’t take too long to
implement.
Figure 45 invalid file

Figure 46 Loaded test level 5
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1st – May
Today was mainly a day of bug fixing. I resolved issues such as the physics bug which has been plaguing
the game ever since alpha. The bug would cause the player to shoot off the screen if the frame rate
dropped significantly. I noticed that it would only shoot off the left side of the screen and when looking
through the physics simulation I realised I have only ever been clamping positive velocity values and not
negative ones. After correcting this the issue seems to be fully resolved.
I also attempted to fix the collision boxes as the player still seems to have an incorrect offset. I had
trouble fixing this and I am still yet to resolve the issue. The problem with solving this is that the tile map
collision requires the bounding box to have an origin of (0, 0) which would not be a problem except I
need the player to have a centre pivot to allow it to rotate around the centre whilst flipping. This problem
is made even more difficult to solve as the sprite renderer has its own origin as well. I will try and revisit
this however it is only a visual bug as it appears the player’s sprite is slightly offset from the actual
collision. The best solution will be to go through and standardise every objects origin point.
I also centre aligned and fixed the buttons on the menu. When cantering the buttons the collision box
only seemed to be half the size of the graphic. It turns out it was just some confusion with setting the
collision box, half of the width and height was being defined as its dimensions. This was likely because
someone confused it with centring an objects origin.
I have also added a simple win and end state to the game. When the player collects all the coins in a level
the text “LEVEL COMPLETE!” is overlaid on the screen and after a delay they are returned to the main
menu. The same is true for the game over state which is entered when the player loses all their lives. The
game over state displays “LEVEL FAILED!”.

2nd – May
Today I got to work on refactoring the code base. I have mostly been making sure we use unique pointers
and that the coding standard is enforced. We were a little loose on the coding standard so I tweaked it a
bit. Class members are named as m_foo_Bar, passed in parameters are named as _foo_Bar, and any
scoped variables are named as p_foo_Bar. During the refactoring I was also able to squash some bugs as
well and so far the game feels a lot smoother. I also did some minor polishing; the win and end states
now trigger slow motion when entered giving a nice effect and break away from the game play. The slow
motion is applied in the physics simulation as well but it does not affect the win and lose state timers.
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I also made a small alteration to the rope. Each node now rotates to look at the node above it meaning
that they all rotate in unison which causes the rope to look a lot smoother. The look at functionality was
based off a unity forum post (Ramezani, 2014).

3rd – May
Today I quickly implemented some music (MacLeod, 2017). I attempted to link the irrKlang library that we
used in LLP as I knew it had the ability to change the playback speed which would have been nice if the
audio slowed when the game did. Instead I just used the pre-existing audio functionality. When the level
is one or lost, a different sound is produced to give some user feedback. I did try to implement sound
effects for picking up coins and player death but because we lack a proper audio manager passing around
a reference to the audio engine would have been tricky.
I have also refactored the entire code base now and have fixed numerous bugs. The game is now done
and I will now start documentation.
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